MALIULĂ WHOLE OWNERSHIP RESIDENCE 2107
$2,840,000
2 Bedroom/2.5 Bath  |  1,895 Total Square Feet  |  1,566 Interior Square Feet  |  329 Lanai Square Feet

This intimate residence is very unique to the property. It is the only two-bedroom residence showcasing wonderful resort views that reach to the Pacific Ocean and the Ninini Point Lighthouse. It is a ground-level residence, affording seamless access to the pool and outdoor amenities. Inside you’ll find a fresh, contemporary interpretation of traditional Hawaiian architecture with an exceptional level of finish.

* This floorplan is a general representation. Some slight variations may exist.
Maliulā Whole Ownership Residence 2106
$2,890,000
2 Bedroom/2.5 Bath | 2,126 Total Square Feet | 1,714 Interior Square Feet | 412 Lanai Square Feet

This ground level residence enjoys a quiet location and affords easy access to the resort’s beautiful outdoors. With its sliding glass doors, the line between indoors and out is truly blurred. This residence sits at the corner of the building with a front row seat looking directly to the dramatic coastline of the entire Ha'upu Mountain Range. While capturing a private setting, this residence also provides the utmost convenience to many of the resort’s amenities.

* This floorplan is a general representation. Some slight variations may exist.
This magnificent residence enjoys a very quiet and private location. It sits at the corner of the building with a front row seat looking directly to the dramatic coastline of the entire Ha'upu Mountain Range. Coupled with its thoughtful orientation, you’ll enjoy abundant natural light and views that extend due west to capture those nightly, gorgeous sunsets.

* This floorplan is a general representation. Some slight variations may exist.